Images of banquets, entertainments, and various games – whether music or dance, wine drinking or smoking, sports and chess and card games – are very widespread in Islamic arts in all periods, even though the Holy Quran restricts or forbids the Muslim believers to engage in such pleasures in this world, while promising they shall be permissible to them, in the next. Applying variable historical, religious, artistic and anthropological approaches, the course shall examine the various visual expressions of this phenomenon in medieval Islamic civilization, whether those reflect a common reality or an imagined ideal; "high" culture of the ruler's court and the urban elites, or "popular" culture of the market-place and the common people; whether informed by ceremonial subtle spirit, or by spontaneous ecstatic-one.
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Web Resources:

**Basic terms in Islamic Art:**
http://www.islamic-art.org/Glossary/glossary.asp

**Archnet**
The Main Website on Medieval & Modern Islamic Architecture: Images of buildings, Database of Islamic Buildings with Bibliographies and Academic Articles
http://www.archnet.org

**Museum with No Frontiers (MWNF):**
http://www.museumwnf.org/

**Qantara (Bridge) - Islamic Art in the Mediterranean:**